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Handle variable mailings with flexibility and affordability.

Mail.dat
BCC Mail Manager™ Software

The USPS® PostalOne!® system eliminates the need for hard-copy 
postal forms, and the newly enhanced Mail.dat™ option for BCC 
Mail Manager™ lets you take advantage of PostalOne! like never 
before.

Mail.dat is also the best way to provide information to logistics 
providers about your mail, making shipment planning easy.

The Mail.dat option for BCC Mail Manager and included with BCC 
Mail Manager Full Service™, uses this industry-standard format 
to streamline USPS reports into ultra-compact electronic data 
that replace traditional hard copy documentation such as the 
Qualification Report, Postage Statement, and Manifest reports, 
among others.

Used in conjunction with the USPS PostalOne! client, the files 
provide an easy gateway to enter mailing information. And the 
new updating function dramatically increases flexibility by allowing 
for last-minute changes in piece weight, job status details, or 
appointment information. BCC Mail Manager users can now submit 
the most up-to-date job details without having to use costly third-
party Mail.dat packages.

YOUR FULL SERVICE SOLUTION
The Mail.dat option is included as a standard feature in BCC Mail 
Manager Full Service, BCC Software’s premier solution for top-tier 
mailers. BCC Mail Manager Full Service offers greater processing 
speed, exclusive functionality, and a comprehensive feature set.

FEATURES

 » Updating feature provides greater job-
detail accuracy with no additional software 
packages required

 » Replaces cumbersome paper-based USPS 
reports

 » Maintains consistent data file formats
 » Easy connectivity to PostalOne! system
 » Saves time, resources, and money
 » Supports First-Class Mail®, Standard Mail®, 
Package Services, and Periodicals

For more information on Mail.dat, 
visit: bccsoftware.com

HOW CAN WE HELP?
BCC Software prides itself on our in-house, 
local customer support team, who are all USPS 
Mailpiece Design certified. Need assistance? 
Never hesitate to give us a call.


